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(57) ABSTRACT 

An exemplary method for performing a bit block transfer 
(bitblt) includes receiving one or more graphics parameters 
Specifying the bitblt and generating a specialized bitblt 
function to perform the bitblt. The specialized bitblt function 
includes a one or more code blockS Selected from a SuperSet 
of code blockS based on the graphics parameters. A System 
includes a specialized bit block transfer (bitblt) function 
generator generating a specialized bitblt function to perform 
a specified bitblt. The specialized bitblt function includes 
intermediate language code corresponding to one or more 
graphics parameterS Specifying the bitblt. A translator trans 
lates the Specialized bitblt function into machine-specific 
language code. 
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CROSS-PLATFORM RUNTIME CODE 
GENERATION FOR BT BLOCK TRANSFER 

FUNCTIONS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The described subject matter relates to data transfer 
in a computer, and more particularly to cross-platform 
run-time code generation for bit block transfer functions. 

BACKGROUND 

0002. In some fields of computing, it is often necessary to 
transfer a rectangular block of bits from one memory 
location to another. For example, in Video gaming, a block 
of bits representing an image or Surface may be transferred 
from System memory into Video memory for display to a 
user. Such a data transfer is commonly referred to as a bit 
block transfer (bitblt). In video gaming, a bitblt should be 
very fast So that graphics presentation is Smooth and devoid 
of noticeable delays to the user. In a computer that lackS 
Sophisticated graphics hardware, Such as an accelerated 
graphics card, bitblts are often performed by Software, Such 
as emulation Software, which emulates graphics hardware. 
0.003 Bitblt functions often involve not only a data block 
transfer, but also an operation performed on the data. For 
example, while the data block is being transferred from one 
memory location to another, a transparency operation may 
be applied to the data block. Other operations, Such as raster 
operations (ROPs), stretching, shrinking, alpha-blend, and 
color-conversion may be performed as well, depending on 
the situation. Any combination of operations may be 
required during a bitblt. 
0004 Abitblt software developer typically develops code 
to handle all the bitblt operations that may be required. 
Unfortunately, traditional approaches to developing bitblt 
Software functions are fraught with difficult trade-offs 
between code size and code performance. Two general 
approaches include: (1) writing many (e.g., hundreds) func 
tions, one for each bitblt operation, to achieve optimal 
performance of software bitblts in all situations, or (2) 
writing a single (or a small number of) bitblt function(s) that 
can perform any bitblt by branching to the correct bitblt 
operations within the function. The first approach results in 
fast bitblt performance, but extremely large code size. The 
Second approach results in a reasonable code size, but much 
slower bitblt performance because of overhead involved 
with branching to the correct bitblt operations. 
0005. In addition, a traditional bitblt function does not 
allow for runtime optimization. The traditional bitblt func 
tion is typically coded and compiled into machine code for 
a particular target platform (e.g., microprocessor) prior to 
deployment in a system. While the traditional bitblt func 
tion, as a whole, may be optimized for speed (or size) for the 
target platform at compile time, once compiled, particular 
operations (e.g., ROPs, transparency, etc.) within the tradi 
tional bitblt function cannot be further optimized for speed 
after deployment. When a single bitblt function is used, and 
branches are made to a specific bitblt operation, the branch 
ing can result in Sub-optimal performance for the Specific 
operation. 

SUMMARY 

0006 Implementations are described and claimed herein 
for generating a specialized bit block transfer (bitblt) func 
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tion at runtime. The specialized bitblt function performs one 
or more bitblt operations and is generated from a SuperSet of 
bitblt operations. The specialized bitblt function is com 
posed of intermediate language code that is translated into 
platform-specific machine language code at runtime. The 
Specialized bitblt function can be incrementally optimized 
for Speed during runtime. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0007 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary bit block transfer 
(bitblt) system for runtime code generation of a bit block 
transfer function for transferring a block of data from one 
location to another location while performing one or-more 
graphics operations on the block of data; 
0008 FIG. 2 illustrates an algorithm for generating a 
specialized bitblt function for performing a specified bitblt 
operation; 
0009 FIG. 3 illustrates a general purpose computer that 
can be used to implement cross-platform runtime code 
generation for bitblt functions. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0010 Exemplary Bit Block Transfer System 
0011 FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary bit block transfer 
(bitblt) system 100 for transferring a block of data from one 
location to another location while performing one or more 
graphics operations on the block of data. The bitblt system 
100 can be implemented in a general purpose computer, Such 
as the general purpose computer shown in FIG. 3, or a 
Specialized computer, Such as a gaming System. 

0012. The bitblt system 100 includes a bitblt module 102 
that performs a specified bitblt operation. The bitblt module 
102 will typically be implemented as a software module, 
although it might also be implemented in hardware, firm 
ware, or a combination of these technologies. 
0013 Generally, the bitblt module 102 receives graphics 
parameters 104 Specifying a particular bitblt operation and 
transfers a data block from a Source 106 to a destination 108. 
The graphics parameters 104 are typically provided in a 
function call to the bitblt module 102. Included in the 
graphics parameters 104 is information Specifying any 
operations to be performed on the data block that is to be 
transferred in the bitblt operation. Also included in the 
graphics parameters 104 are an identifier for the source 106 
and the destination 108. 

0014. The source 106 is a memory location from which 
the data block is to be transferred, and the destination 108 is 
the memory location to which the data block is to be 
transferred. The Source 106 and the destination 108 can be 
any type of memory including, but not limited to, System 
memory or video memory. The source 106 and the destina 
tion 108 may be specified in the graphics parameters 104 
with pointers. The graphics parameters 104 may also specify 
other memory locations used during the bitblt operation, 
Such as a pattern memory (not shown) and a mask memory 
(not shown). 
0015. Initially, an executive 110 receives the graphics 
parameters 104. The executive 110 is a logical component 
within the bitblt module 102 that uses the graphics param 
eters 104 to determine how the specified bitblt operation is 
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to be executed. The executive 110 can cause a specialized 
bitblt function to be generated that is then executed to 
perform the specified bitbit operation. The executive 110 
also stores the generated bitblt function in a cache 112, and 
labels the Specialized generated bitblt function with a unique 
bitblt Signature that identifies the Specialized generated bitblt 
function. When the specialized bitblt function is needed in 
the future, it is retrieved from the cache rather than gener 
ated anew. 

0016. Accordingly, when the executive 110 receives the 
graphics parameters, the executive 110 calls a bitblt signa 
ture generator 114. The call to the bitblt signature generator 
114 includes the graphics parameters 104. Based on the 
graphics parameters 104, the bitblt Signature generator 114 
creates a bitblt Signature uniquely identifying the requested 
bitblt operation. Exemplary implementations of operations 
performed by the bitblt signature generator 114 are shown in 
FIG. 2 and discussed further below. 

0.017. The executive 110 uses the generated bitblt signa 
ture from the bitblt signature generator 114 to determine 
whether a specialized bitblt function already exists in the 
cache 112 or whether a specialized bitblt function needs to 
be generated. The executive 110 searches the cache 112 for 
a specialized bitblt function that has a bitblt Signature equal 
to the bitblt Signature generated by the bitblt Signature 
generator 114. If a specialized bitblt function is found in the 
cache 112 that has the bitblt signature of the specified bitbit 
operation, the executive eXecutes that specialized. bitblt 
function. 

0.018) If a bitblt function having the generated bitblt 
signature is not found in the cache 112, the executive 110 
calls a bitblt function generator 116 to generate a specialized 
bitblt function to perform the specified bitblt operation. The 
bitblt function generator 116 generates the specialized bitblt 
function by Selecting one or more code blocks from a 
Superset of bitblt code blocks 118. Each of the code blocks 
in the Superset of code blocks 118, when executed, performs 
a bitblt operation or a part of a bitblt operation. The bitblt 
function generator 116 selects the code block or code blocks 
from the Superset of code blocks 118 and copies the selected 
code block or code blocks into a specialized bitblt function. 
0019. The bitblt function generator 116 uses one or more 
data structures 120 to select the code blocks from the 
Superset of bitblt code blocks 118. The data structures 120 
provide information about the Superset of bitblt code blocks 
118, Such as offsets, code block sizes, and condition infor 
mation Specifying whether or not to copy a code block from 
the Superset of bitblt code blocks 118 into a specialized bitblt 
function. Exemplary data structures 120 for use in Selecting 
code blocks for the specialized bitblt function are shown and 
described further below. 

0020. In one implementation of the Superset of bitblt code 
blocks 118, the code blocks are represented in intermediate 
language (IL) code. The term IL refers to a target language 
into which all or part of a Single Statement or a Source 
program, in a Source language, is translated before it is 
further translated or interpreted. IL code is generally plat 
form, or microprocessor-independent. Therefore, IL code 
can be ported to any platform that has a translator (or 
interpreter) for translating (or interpreting) the IL code into 
machine-Specific code executable on the particular platform. 
In this implementation, the bitblt function generator 116 
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creates a Specialized bitblt function in IL code based on the 
IL code blocks in the Superset of bitblt code blocks 118. 

0021 Abitblt function translator 122 translates the IL 
code of the Specialized bitblt function into machine-specific 
(or platform-specific) code. A particular implementation of 
the bitblt function translator includes a virtual machine, Such 
as the NET platform from MICROSOFT CORPORATION. 
0022. After the specialized bitblt function is translated 
into machine-Specific code, the machine-Specific Specialized 
bitblt function is stored in the cache 112. In one implemen 
tation of the cache 112, the generated bitblts use a fixed size 
function cache to minimize total bitblt code size. 

0023 The specialized bitblt function is stored in, and 
retrieved from, the cache 112 using the specialized bitblt 
function's bitblt signature. From the cache 112, the special 
ized bitblt function can be executed again in the future, if the 
corresponding bitblt operation is requested. 

0024. In addition, after the specialized bitblt function is 
translated into machine-Specific language code, an optimi 
zation module 124 can optimize the specialized bitblt func 
tion. Optimization may occur for all specialized bitblt func 
tions, or for only those Specialized bitblt functions that are 
accessed more than a Specified number of times. Optimiza 
tion can include removing unnecessary lines of code, rear 
ranging lines of code, or otherwise, to improve the perfor 
mance of the specialized bitblt function. 
0025. In one implementation of the Superset of bitblt code 
blocks 118 the bitblt code blocks are contained in a gener 
alized bitblt function. Below is shown a small portion of an 
exemplary generalized bitblt function represented in inter 
mediate language code. For ease of explanation, only 14 
lines of intermediate language code are shown. An actual 
implementation of a generalized bitblt function typically 
contains many more lines of IL code (e.g., thousands). 

gb. 1 0 ; Offset = 0 
if bo ; Offset = 1 

mov rO, O ; Offset = 3 
endif ; Offset = 6 
fb1 ; Offset = 7 

mov r0, 2 ; Offset = 9 
if b2 ; Offset = 12 

mov r0, 3 ; Offset = 14 
endif ; Offset = 17 

else ; Offset = 18 
mov r0, 4 ; Offset = 19 
mov r0, 5 ; Offset = 22 

endif ; Offset = 25 
eof ; Offset = 26 

0026. The offset of each line of code in the generalized 
bitblt function provides the address offset (in bytes) into the 
generalized bitblt function, of the corresponding line of 
code. 

0027. The generalized bitblt function can be designed to 
perform any bitblt operation, including, but not limited to, 
Stretching, shrinking, transparency, alpha blending, color 
conversion, any of the 256 ternary raster operations (ROP3), 
use of a mask to select two different ROP3's, or combina 
tions of these operations. For a particular bitblt operation, 
Some of these operations will not be performed (e.g., stretch 
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ing and shrinking are mutually exclusive, color conversion 
is only between two different formats, not all different 
formats, etc). A specialized bitblt function is generated that 
includes only code necessary to perform a particular bitblt 
operation. 
0028. In a particular implementation, the specialized bit 
blt function generator 116 initially loads a set of IL registers 
based on the bitblt signature. In this implementation, the 
b-registers (b0-b31) in the IL register data structure are 
loaded with data from the biblt signature. One example of 
how the b-registers may be loaded is shown below: 

b0: Blt Signature SolidFill 
b1: Blt Signature ScanXPositive 
b2: Blt Signature ScanYPositive 
b3: Blt Signature StretchX 
b4: Blt Signature StretchY 
b5: Blt Signature ShrinkX 
b6: Blt Signature ShrinkY 
b7: Blt Signature SourceConstantAlpha 
b8: Blt Signature PerPixelAlpha 
b9: Blt Signature SrcColorKey 
b10: Blt Signature DstColorKey 
b11: True if the destination is in video memory 
b12: True if the source is in video memory 
b13: True if the pattern is in video memory 
b14: True if the mask is in video memory 
b15: Blt Signature MirrorX 
b16: Blt Signature MirrorY 
b17: Blt Signature Lookup 
b18: Blt Signature Convert 
b19: True if any of b3, b4, b5, or b6 is true 
b20: True if the destination is used as part of the ROP3 
b21: True if the source is used as part of the ROP3 
b22: True if the pattern is used as part of the ROP3 
b23: True if the mask is used as part of the bitblt 
b24: True if the ROP3 is used as part of the bitblt 
b25: True if the source is 24 bits per pixel 
b26: True if the destination is 8 bits per pixel 
b27: True if the destination is 16 bits per pixel 
b28: True if the destination is 24 bits per pixel 
b29: True if the destination is 32 bits per pixel 

0029 Exemplary bitblt signature data is discussed in 
further detail below. 

0.030. After the b-registers are loaded with bitblt signa 
ture data, the Specialized bitblt function generator 116 Steps 
through code blocks in the generalized bitblt function and 
determines which code blocks should be copied into the 
Specialized bitblt function based on values in the b-registers 
and values in the data structures 120. The code for unnec 
essary operations need not be copied from the generalized 
bitblt function into a specialized bitblt function. 
0.031 One implementation of the data structures 120 
includes three tables, which the specialized bitblt function 
generator 116 uses to determine whether a code block will 
be copied to the Specialized bitblt function: an invariant 
table, a Rop3 table, and a convert table. The invariant table 
is the primary table used, and describes what instructions of 
the Specialized bitblt function are required to perform a 
particular bitblt operation. The Rop3 table indicates what 
instructions are required for each of the 256 ROP3 opera 
tions. The convert table indicates which instructions are 
required to convert between any two color formats. Exem 
plary definitions of the invariant table, the ROP3 table and 
the convert table are shown and described below in terms of 
Structures in the C language: 
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InvariantTable 

Struct 

short Offset: 
short Condition: 
short Size: 
short Skip; 

InvariantTable 256: 

0032 Referring to the exemplary invariant table above, 
the Offset field represents the number of DWORDs from the 
beginning of the generalized bitblt function to the beginning 
of the current code block. A code block is the consecutive 
intermediate language instructions to which an entry in the 
InvariantTable refers. 

0033. The Condition field can take on three different 
meanings. If Condition is 0, this code block is not a 
conditional block, and should be copied to the Specialized 
bitblt function. If Condition is greater than Zero, then if the 
registerbCondition -1 is true, the block is to be copied, but 
if the register bOondition -1 is false, the block is to be 
skipped. If Condition is less than Zero, then if the register 
bCondition -1 is true, the code block is to be skipped, but 
if the register bOondition -1 is false, the block is to be 
copied to the specialized bitblt function. 

0034) The Size field of the InvariantTable represents the 
size (in DWORDs) of the code block to copy to the 
specialized bitblt function. The Skip field represents the 
number of DWORDS to skip to get to the next code block. 

Rop3Table: 

Struct 

short Offset: 
BYTE Size; 
BYTE Rop3; 

} Rop3Table 256: 

0035) The Offset field represents the number of 
DWORDS from the beginning of the generalized bitblt 
function to the beginning of the code block which handles a 
particular ROP3 code. The Size field represents the size (in 
DWORDs) of the code block to copy to the specialized bitblt 
function. The Rop3 field is the ROP3 code associated with 
the code block referenced by this entry of the table refer 
CCCS. 

ConvertTable: 

Struct 

{ 
short Offset: 
BYTE Size; 
BYTE Convert: 

} ConvertTable|256; 
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0036) The Offset field represents the number of 
DWORDS from the beginning of the generalized bitblt 
function to the beginning of the block which handles a 
particular color conversion process. The Size field repre 
sents the size (in DWORDs) of the code block to copy to the 
specialized bitblt function. The Convert field is the color 
conversion code associated with the code block referenced 
by this entry of the table. 
0037. The manner of using the three tables is now 
described. As discussed above, the b-registers (b0-b31) are 
initialized based on the bitblt signature corresponding to a 
specific bitblt operation. The state of the b-registers is then 
used to construct the specialized bitblt function from the 
generalized bitblt function and the three tables. 
0.038. The following rules are used with respect to the 
tables to generate a specialized bitblt function: 

0039) 1. If the Condition field is zero, Size 
DWORDs are copied to the specialized bitblt func 
tion, and Skip DWORDs are skipped in the gener 
alized bitblt function. 

0040 2. If the Condition variable is positive and the 
asSociated b-register is true, the “if instruction is 
skipped. If the b-register is false, Skip DWORDs are 
skipped in the generalized bitblt function. 

0041) 3. If the Condition variable is negative and the 
associated b-register is true, Skip DWORDs are 
skipped in the generalized bitblt function. If the 
b-register is false, the "else' instruction is skipped. 

0042. To illustrate how the tables may be used, an exem 
plary invariant table is shown below and an exemplary 
Scenario is given. The following examples are based on the 
exemplary portion of the generalized bitblt function shown 
above. For ease of illustration, the exemplary IL code is 
presented below: 

gb. 1 0 ; Offset = 0 
if bo ; Offset = 1 

mov rO, O ; Offset = 3 
endif ; Offset = 6 
fb1 ; Offset = 7 

mov r0, 2 ; Offset = 9 
if b2 ; Offset = 12 

mov r0, 3 ; Offset = 14 
endif ; Offset = 17 

else ; Offset = 18 
mov r0, 4 ; Offset = 19 
mov r0, 5 ; Offset = 22 

endif ; Offset = 25 
eof ; Offset = 26 

0043) 

TABLE 1. 

Exemplary InvariantTable 

Offset Condition Size Skip 

O O 1. 1. 
1. 1. 3 
3 O 3 3 
6 O O 1. 
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TABLE 1-continued 

Exemplary InvariantTable 

Offset Condition Size Skip 

7 2 9 
9 O 3 3 
12 3 4 
14 O 3 3 
17 O O 1. 
18 -2 6 
19 O 6 6 
25 O O 1. 
26 O 1. 1. 

0044) In the above variant table, the offset column con 
tains offsets into the generalized bitblt function. When the 
condition field is Zero, an amount of code indicate in the size 
field is copied to the Specialized bitblt function, Starting from 
the offset shown in the offset field. Given the above exem 
plary InvariantTable and the above exemplary generalized 
bitblt function, and assuming b0 is true, b1 is false, and b2 
is true, the resulting Specialized bitblt function is: 

gb 1 0 
mov rO, O 

mov r0, 4 

mov r0, 5 
eof 

0045. As another example, if b0 is false, b1 is true, and 
b2 is true, and using the above InvariantTable and general 
ized bitblt function, the resulting specialized bitblt function 
is: 

gb 1 0 
mov r0, 2 

mov r0, 3 
eof 

0046) The tables are generated at runtime by parsing the 
generalized bitblt function searching for the instruction “if 
<b-registers” followed by an optional "else' instruction, 
followed by a required “endif instruction. The instruction 
“if b 18' indicates that the ConvertTable should be used and 
the instruction “if b24” indicates that the Rop3Table should 
be used. 

0047. In a particular implementation, the following rules 
are followed for constructing the tables: 

0048 1. An “if b-Nd” instruction results in an entry 
which has a positive Condition value (<N>+1), the 
Size is ignored, and the Skip is Set to the number of 
DWORDS until the “else’ or “endif instruction 
corresponding to the “if” instruction. 

0049 2. An “else' instruction results in an entry 
which has a negative Condition value -(<N>+1), the 
Size is ignored, and the Skip is Set to the number of 
DWORDS until the matching “endif instruction. 

0050) 3. An “endif instruction results in an entry 
which has a Zero for the Condition number, a Zero for 
the Size, and a one for the Skip. 

0051 4. A block of instructions that do not include 
“if”, “else', or “endif are grouped together in one 
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entry in the table with a Condition value of Zero, and 
the Size and Skip variables are the number of 
DWORDS in the current block of instructions. 

0.052 Exemplary Bitblt Signature and Bitblt Generation 
Process 

0053. In a particular implementation of a bitblt signature 
generator, a C structure (called BltSignature) is organized in 
three main pieces: a 32 bit value that is used as a bitfield 
containing information about a Specified bitblt operation, a 
16 bit value that provides additional information about the 
format of the bit block or blocks to be operated on by the 
bitblt, and another 16 bit value which includes one or more 
ROP codes used for the specified bitblt operation. In this 
exemplary implementation, a bit block is referred to as a 
surface, which refers to a block of pixel data. The following 
diagram shows the layout of the BltSignature Structure, and 
the meaning of each bit. 
0054 BitSignature Structure: 

Number 
Field Name of Bits 

DstEormat 4 

SrcFormat 4 

BltMode 5 
PatternType 
ScanXPositive 
ScanYPositive 
UseStretch 
UseAlpha 
ColorKeyType 
DstMemory 
SrcMemory 
PatMemory 
MaskMemory 
MirrorX 
MirrorY 
Lookup 
Convert 

Dst16Bpp 
Dst24Bpp 
Dst32Bpp 

Unused 1. 
ForegroundRop 
BackgroundRop 8 

4 

: 

8 

0.055 The foregoing BitSignature structure can be imple 
mented in C programming language or any other Suitable 
language. Each of the fields in the BltSignature are described 
below: 

0056 DstFormat and SrcFormat: 
0057) 
0058 
0059) 
0060) 
0061 
0062) 
0063) 
0.064 

0 This is an invalid format number 

1 The pixel format is ARGB8888 
2 The pixel format is ABGR8888 
3 The pixel format is RGB888 
4 The pixel format is BGR888 
5 The pixel format is RGB565 
6 The pixel format is RGB555 
7 A Surface with a color palette 
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0065) 8 A 1 bit per pixel surface. 
0066. Some unknown format type that uses bit 

0067 9 masks. 
0068 BltMode and Unused fields may be ignored. 
0069 Pattern Type: 

0070) O A solid color 
0.071) 1 A bitmap pattern 

0.072 ScanXPositive: 
0073 0 Process pixels in the -X direction. 
0074] 1 Process pixels in the X direction 

0075) UsePositive: 
0.076 O Process pixels in the -Y direction 
0077. 1 Process pixels in the Y direction 

0078 UseStretch: 
0079) 
0080) 
0081) 
0082) 
0083) 8 Shrinking in the Y direction 

0084) UseAlpha: 
0085 0 No AlphaElending 
0086) 1 Use source constant alpha 

0 No stretching or shrinking 
1 Stretching in the X direction 
2 Stretching in the Y direction 
4 Shrinking in the X direction 

0087 2 Use per-pixel source alpha 
0088 ColorKeyType: 

0089 0 No color key 
0090) 1. The source has a color key 
0091 2 The destination has a color key 

0092 DstMemory, 
Memory: 

0.093 0 Video Memory 
0094) 1 System Memory 

0095 MirrorX: 
0096) 0 Don't flip the source surface about the X 
axis 

0097. 1 Flip the source surface about the X axis 
0098) MirrorY. 

0099 0 Don't flip the source surface about the Y 
axis 

0100 1 Flip the source surface about the Y axis 
0101 Lookup: 

0102 O Don't use a color lookup table 
0103) 1 Use a color lookup table 

0104 Convert: 
0105 0 Don't use color conversion 

SrcMemory PatMemory, Mask 

0106 1. Use color conversion 
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01.07 Dst8pp: 
0108) 0 The destination is not 8 bits per pixel 
0109) 1 The destination is 8 bits per pixel 

0110 Dst16Bpp: 

011 1 0 The destination is not 16-bits per pixel 
0112 1 The destination is 16 bits per pixel 

0113 Dst24Bpp: 
0114. The destination is not 24 bits per 

0115 0 pixel 
0116 1. The destination is 24 bits per pixel 

0117 Dst32Bpp: 

0118 O The destination is not 32 bits per pixel 
0119) 1 The destination is 32 bits per pixel 

0120 Src24Bpp: 

0121 O The source is not 24 bits per pixel 
0.122 1 The source is 24 bits per pixel 

0123. In this particular implementation, ForegroundRop 
and Background Rop are both ROP3 codes that specify a 
raster operation associated with the Specified bitblt opera 
tion. 

0.124. An exemplary scenario is now described to illus 
trate how to generate a bitblt signature based on graphics 
parameters received in a bitblt function call. 
0.125 Assume that an application calls bitblt function 
BitBlt() with the following call: BitBlt(hdc, 0, 0, 100, 100, 
hdcSrc, 0, 0, SRCCOPY), where hdc represents a RGB565 
Surface in Video memory and hdcSrc represents an 8 bits 
per-pixel (bpp) palletized Surface in System memory. The 
graphics parameters of the foregoing exemplary function 
call correspond to the following bitblt Signature represented 
by a BltSignature structure: 

Field Name Value (in hex) 

DstEormat 5 
SrcFormat 
BltMode 
PatternType 
ScanXPositive 
ScanYPositive 
UseStretch 
UseAlpha 
ColorKeyType 
DstMemory 
SrcMemory 
PatMemory 
MaskMemory 
MirrorX 
MirrorY 
Lookup 
Convert 
Dst8Bpp 
Dst16Bpp 
Dst24Bpp 
Dst32Bpp 
Src24Bpp 
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-continued 

Field Name Value (in hex) 

Unused O 
ForegroundRop OxCC 
BackgroundRop OxCC 

0126 For the SRCCOPYROP3, a pattern and mask are 
not required, so values PatternType and MaskMemory are 
all Zero. The exemplary call to BitBlt() does not involve an 
alpha blend, So Use Alpha is Set to Zero. The exemplary call 
to BitBlt() does not involve a transparent image, So Color 
KeyType is set to zero. The exemplary function BitBlt() 
does not allow for Stretching, So UseStretch is Zero as well. 
MirrorX and MirrorY can only be non-zero if Stretch Blt, 
Alphablend, or TransparentImage are called with a negative 
width or height, So in this case, they are Zero. Finally, 
BltMode is zero because BitMode only applies to Stretch Blt. 

0127. Because the destination, hdc, is an RGB565 surface 
in video memory implies that DstFormat is 5, Dst8Bpp is 
Zero, Dst16Bpp is one (since RGB565 is 16 bits per pixel by 
definition), Dst24Bpp is zero, Dst32Bpp is zero, and Dst 
Memory is Zero. Because the Source, hdcSrc, is an 8 bit per 
pixel palletized Surface in System memory implies that 
SrcFormat is 7, Src24Bpp is zero, and SrcMemory is one. 
Since the Source and destination are different pixel formats, 
Convert is set to a value of one. The Source is a palletized 
Surface, So Lookup is also set to one to allow the Specialized 
function to look up the palletized color value. 
0128. The ForegroundRop and BackgroundRop entries 
are the same because the exemplary call to BitBlt does not 
involve a mask operation. AS shown, Foreground Rop and 
BackgroundRop are 0xCC because 0xCC is the numerical 
value for SRCCOPY. 

0129. Exemplary Operations 

0.130 Described herein are exemplary methods for cross 
platform runtime code generation of bit block transfer 
(bitblt) functions. The methods described herein may be 
embodied as logic instructions on one or more computer 
readable medium. When executed on a processor, the logic 
instructions cause a general purpose computing device to be 
programmed as a special-purpose machine that implements 
the described methods. In the following exemplary opera 
tions, the components and connections depicted in the 
figures may be used to implement cross-platform runtime 
code generation of bitblt functions. 

0131 FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary bitblt algorithm 
200 that uses a specialized bitblt function to perform a 
specified bitblt operation. Generally, if the specialized bitblt 
function is found in cache memory, the cached specialized 
bitblt function is executed. If the specialized bitblt function 
is not found in cache memory, the Specialized bitblt function 
is generated during runtime and executed. It is assumed that, 
upon entry into the bitblt algorithm 200, a bitblt function call 
has been to request a bitblt operation. The function call 
includes one or more graphics parameterS Specifying the 
bitblt operation to be performed. 

0.132. A generating operation 202 generates a bitblt sig 
nature based on the graphics parameters. One implementa 
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tion of the generating operation creates a BltSignature 
(described above) using the graphics parameters. The bitblt 
Signature uniquely identifies the bitblt operation specified in 
the bitblt function call. 

0133) A determining operation 204 determines whether a 
machine-Specific language specialized bitblt function exists 
in cache that corresponds to the requested bitblt operation. 
The determining operation 204 searches for a function in the 
cache that has the same bitblt Signature as the bitblt Signature 
generated by the generating operation 202. If a specialized 
bitblt function is found in the cache, the bitblt algorithm 
branches "YES" to a determining operation 212, discussed 
below. If a specialized bitblt function is not found in the 
cache, the bitblt algorithm branches "NO" to generating 
operation 206. 
0134) The generating operation 206 generates the spe 
cialized bitblt operation corresponding to the requested 
bitblt operation. In one implementation of the generating 
operation 206, the generating operation 206 Steps through a 
generalized bitblt function, determining whether code 
blocks in the generalized bitblt function should be used to 
perform the requested bitblt operation. At each code block in 
the generalized bitblt function, the generating operation 206 
uses the bitblt Signature to determine whether the given code 
block is necessary. 

0135 The generating operation 206 also accesses data 
structures Such as the InvariantTable, ConvertTable, and 
ROP3Table, described above, to determine whether the code 
block is necessary and, if So, how much data to copy from 
the generalized bitblt function into the specialized bitblt 
function. The generating operation 206 also uses the tables 
to determine how much data to Skip in the generalized bitblt 
function to step to the next code block. The output of the 
generating operation 206 is a specialized bitblt operation in 
intermediate language code. 
0.136 A translating operation 208 translates the special 
ized bitblt function from intermediate language code to 
machine-Specific language code. The translating operation 
208 is performed by a translator that can read the interme 
diate language code and generate code that is specific to the 
machine on which the bitblt algorithm is running. The 
translating operation 208 can be performed by a virtual 
machine. 

0.137 Acaching operation 210 caches the machine-spe 
cific language code representing the Specialized bitblt func 
tion. The caching operation 210 labels the machine-Specific 
language Specialized bitblt function with the bitblt Signature 
(generated in the generating operation 202) and Saves the 
machine-Specific language specialized bitblt function in 
cache memory. In one implementation of the caching opera 
tion 210, a fixed size function cache is used to minimize the 
total bitblt code size. 

0.138. The determining operation 212 determines whether 
to optimize the machine-Specific language Specialized bitblt 
function. In one implementation of the determining opera 
tion 212, it is determined whether the machine-Specific 
language specialized bitblt function is executed frequently. 
In this implementation, the determining operation 212 deter 
mines whether the machine-specific language specialized 
bitblt function has been executed a specified number of 
times. If the determinine operation 212 determines that the 
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machine-Specific language specialized bitblt function should 
be optimized, the bitblt algorithm 200 branches "YES" to an 
optimizing operation 214. 
0.139. The optimizing operation 214 optimizes the 
machine-Specific language specialized bitblt function at 
runtime. The optimizing operation 214 makes changes to the 
machine-Specific language specialized bitblt function in 
order to make the function faster, more efficient, or other 
wise improve performance. One implementation of the 
optimizing operation 214 optimizes the machine-specific 
language Specialized bitblt function incrementally. 
0140. After the optimizing operation 214, and if the 
determining operation 212 determines that the machine 
Specific language Specialized bitblt function should not be 
optimized, an executing operation 216 executes the 
machine-Specific language Specialized bitblt function. 
0141 Exemplary Computing Device 
0.142 FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of an exemplary 
computing device 300 that can be used to implement cross 
platform runtime code generation of bit block transfer 
(bitblt) functions. Computing device 300 includes one or 
more processors or processing units 332, a System memory 
334, and a bus 336 that couples various system components 
including the system memory 334 to processors 332. The 
bus 336 represents one or more of any of several types of bus 
Structures, including a memory bus or memory controller, a 
peripheral bus, an accelerated graphics port, and a processor 
or local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures. The 
system memory 334 includes read only memory (ROM) 338 
and random access memory (RAM) 340. A basic input/ 
output system (BIOS)342, containing the basic routines that 
help to transfer information between elements within com 
puting device 300, such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 
338. 

0.143 Computing device 300 further includes a hard disk 
drive 344 for reading from and writing to a hard disk (not 
shown), and may include a magnetic disk drive 346 for 
reading from and writing to a removable magnetic disk 348, 
and an optical disk drive 350 for reading from or writing to 
a removable optical disk 352 such as a CD ROM or other 
optical media. The hard disk drive 344, magnetic disk drive 
346, and optical disk drive 350 are connected to the bus 336 
by appropriate interfaces 354a, 354b, and 354c. 
0144. The drives and their associated computer-readable 
media provide nonvolatile Storage of computer-readable 
instructions, data Structures, program modules and other 
data for computing device 300. Although the exemplary 
environment described herein employs a hard disk, a remov 
able magnetic disk 348 and a removable optical disk 352, 
other types of computer-readable media Such as magnetic 
cassettes, flash memory cards, digital Video disks, random 
access memories (RAMs), read only memories (ROMs), and 
the like, may also be used in the exemplary operating 
environment. 

0.145) A number of program modules may be stored on 
the hard disk 344, magnetic disk 348, optical disk 352, ROM 
338, or RAM 340, including an operating system 358, one 
or more application programs 360, other program modules 
362, and program data 364. A user may enter commands and 
information into computing device 300 through input 
devices such as a keyboard 366 and a pointing device 368. 
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Other input devices (not shown) may include a microphone, 
joystick, game pad, Satellite dish, Scanner, or the like. These 
and other input devices are connected to the processing unit 
332 through an interface 356 that is coupled to the bus 336. 
A monitor 372 or other type of display device is also 
connected to the bus 336 via an interface, Such as a video 
adapter 374. 

0146 Generally, the data processors of computing device 
300 are programmed by means of instructions stored at 
different times in the various computer-readable Storage 
media of the computer. Programs and operating Systems 
may be distributed, for example, on floppy disks, CD 
ROMs, or electronically, and are installed or loaded into the 
secondary memory of the computing device 300. At execu 
tion, the programs are loaded at least partially into the 
computing device's 300 primary electronic memory. 

0147 Computing device 300 may operate in a networked 
environment using logical connections to one or more 
remote computers, Such as a remote computer 376. The 
remote computer 376 may be a personal computer, a Server, 
a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common 
network node, and typically includes many or all of the 
elements described above relative to computing device 300. 
The logical connections depicted in FIG. 3 include a LAN 
380 and a WAN 382. The logical connections may be wired, 
wireless, or any combination thereof. 

0148. The WAN 382 can include a number of networks 
and subnetworks through which data can be routed from the 
computing device 300 and the remote computer 376, and 
vice versa. The WAN 382 can include any number of nodes 
(e.g., DNS servers, routers, etc.) by which messages are 
directed to the proper destination node. 

0149 When used in a LAN networking environment, 
computing device 300 is connected to the local network 380 
through a network interface or adapter 384. When used in a 
WAN networking environment, computing device 300 typi 
cally includes a modem 386 or other means for establishing 
communications over the wide area network 382, Such as the 
Internet. The modem 386, which may be internal or external, 
is connected to the bus 336 via a serial port interface 356. 

0150. In a networked environment, program modules 
depicted relative to the computing device 300, or portions 
thereof, may be Stored in the remote memory Storage device. 
It will be appreciated that the network connections shown 
are exemplary and other means of establishing a communi 
cations link between the computers may be used. 
0151. The computing device 300 may be implemented as 
a Server computer that is dedicated to Server applications or 
that also runs other applications. Alternatively, the comput 
ing device 300 may be embodied in, by way of illustration, 
a stand-alone personal desktop or laptop computer (PCs), 
workstation, personal digital assistant (PDA), or electronic 
appliance, to name only a few. 

0152 Various modules and techniques may be described 
herein in the general context of computer-executable 
instructions, Such as program modules, executed by one or 
more computers or other devices. Generally, program mod 
ules include routines, programs, objects, components, data 
Structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement 
particular abstract data types. Typically, the functionality of 
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the program modules may be combined or distributed as 
desired in various embodiments. 

0153. An implementation of these modules and tech 
niques may be Stored on or transmitted acroSS Some form of 
computer-readable media. Computer-readable media can be 
any available media that can be accessed by a computer. By 
way of example, and not limitation, computer-readable 
media may comprise “computer Storage media' and “com 
munications media.” 

0154) “Computer storage media” includes volatile and 
non-volatile, removable and non-removable media imple 
mented in any method or technology for Storage of infor 
mation Such as computer-readable instructions, data Struc 
tures, program modules, or other data. Computer Storage 
media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, 
EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD 
ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, 
magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk Storage or 
other magnetic Storage devices, or any other medium which 
can be used to Store the desired information and which can 
be accessed by a computer. 
O155 “Communication media” typically embodies com 
puter-readable instructions, data Structures, program mod 
ules, or other data in a modulated data Signal, Such as carrier 
wave or other transport mechanism. Communication media 
also includes any information delivery media. The term 
"modulated data Signal” means a signal that has one or more 
of its characteristics Set or changed in Such a manner as to 
encode information in the Signal. By way of example, and 
not limitation, communication media includes wired media 
Such as a wired network or direct-wired connection, and 
wireleSS media Such as acoustic, RF, infrared, and other 
wireleSS media. Combinations of any of the above are also 
included within the Scope of computer-readable media. 
0156. In addition to the specific implementations explic 

itly Set forth herein, other aspects and implementations will 
be apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of 
the Specification disclosed herein. It is intended that the 
Specification and illustrated implementations be considered 
as examples only, with a true Scope and Spirit of the 
following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method for performing a bit block transfer (bitblt), 

the method comprising: 
receiving one or more graphics parameterS Specifying the 

bitblt; and 
generating a Specialized bitblt function to perform the 

bitblt, the specialized bitblt function comprising a set of 
one or more code blocks from a SuperSet of code blockS 
corresponding to multiple bitblt operations. 

2. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the generating 
comprises generating intermediate language code represent 
ing -the Specialized bitblt function. 

3. A method as recited in claim 2 further comprising 
translating the intermediate language code into machine 
Specific language code. 

4. A method as recited in claim 3 further comprising 
caching the machine-Specific language code. 

5. A method as recited in claim 3 further comprising: 
caching the machine-Specific language code; and 
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executing the cached machine-Specific language code in 
response the receiving operation. 

6. A method as recited in claim 3 further comprising 
executing the machine-Specific language code to perform the 
bitblt. 

7. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising 
generating a bitblt signature based on the one or more 
graphics parameters. 

8. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the generating 
comprises Selecting the Set of one or more code blocks from 
a generalized bitblt function based on the one or more 
graphics parameters. 

9. A method as recited in claim 1 further comprising: 
determining whether the specialized bitblt function is 

cached in a memory; and 
executing the Specialized bitblt function from the memory 

if the specialized bitblt function is cached in the 
memory. 

10. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the generating 
comprises: 

generating intermediate language code representing the 
specialized bitblt function; 

translating the intermediate language code into machine 
Specific language code; and optimizing the machine 
Specific language code. 

11. A method as recited in claim 10 wherein the optimiz 
ing comprises incrementally optimizing the machine-Spe 
cific language code. 

12. A method as recited in claim 10 wherein the optimiz 
ing comprises optimizing the machine-Specific language 
code during runtime. 

13. A computer program product encoding a computer 
program for executing on a computer System a computer 
process, the computer process comprising: 

receiving one or more graphics parameterS Specifying a 
bit block transfer (bitblt); and 

dynamically generating a specialized bitblt function to 
perform the bitblt, the specialized bitblt function com 
prising intermediate language code. 

14. A computer program product as recited in claim 13 
wherein the generating comprises Selecting a code block 
from a generalized bitblt function that comprises a plurality 
of code blocks corresponding to a plurality of bitblt opera 
tions. 

15. A computer program product as recited in claim 13, 
the computer process further comprising translating the 
intermediate language code into machine-Specific language 
code. 

16. A computer program product as recited in claim 15, 
the computer process further comprising caching the 
machine-Specific language code. 

17. A computer program product as recited in claim 15, 
the computer process further comprising optimizing the 
machine-Specific language code. 

18. A computer program product as recited in claim 17 
wherein the optimizing comprises incrementally optimizing 
the machine-Specific language code. 

19. A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 
the computer process further comprising: 

generating a bitblt signature from the one or more graph 
ics parameters, and 
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identifying the code block in the generalized bitblt func 
tion based on the bitblt signature. 

20. A computer program product as recited in claim 13, 
the computer process further comprising: 

determining whether the specialized bitblt function is 
cached; and 

executing the Specialized bitblt function that is cached. 
21. A System comprising: 

a specialized bit block transfer (bitblt) function generator 
generating a specialized bitblt function to perform a 
specified bitblt, the specialized bitblt function compris 
ing intermediate language code corresponding to one or 
more graphics parameterS Specifying the bitblt; 

a translator translating the Specialized bitblt function into 
machine-Specific language code. 

22. A System as recited in claim 21 further comprising a 
bitblt Signature generator generating a bitblt Signature based 
on the one or more graphics parameters, the bitblt Signature 
uniquely identifying the Specified bitblt. 

23. A System as recited in claim 21 further comprising an 
optimization module optimizing the machine-Specific lan 
guage code during runtime. 

24. A System as recited in claim 21 further comprising a 
cache containing one or more Specialized bitblt functions in 
machine-Specific language code. 

25. A System as recited in claim 21 further comprising a 
data Structure for identifying a code block in the generalized 
bitblt that corresponds to the specified bitblt. 

26. A computer-readable medium having Stored thereon 
one or more data Structures for facilitating creation of a 
specialized bit block transfer (bitblt) function to perform a 
Specified bitblt, the one or more data Structures comprising: 

an offset field containing data representing a memory 
offset from a base address of a generalized bitblt 
function to a code block in the generalized bitblt 
function; 

a condition field having a condition value indicating 
whether the code block is required in the Specialized 
bitblt function; and 

a size field having a Size value representing the Size of the 
code block. 

27. A computer-readable medium as recited in claim 26, 
the one or more data Structures further comprising a skip 
field having a value indicating an amount of memory in the 
generalized bitblt function to Skip over while Stepping 
through the generalized bitblt function to identify code 
blocks required in the specialized bitblt function. 

28. A computer-readable medium as recited in claim 26, 
the one or more data Structures further comprising a convert 
field having a color conversion code associated with the 
code block in the generalized bitblt function. 

29. A computer-readable medium as recited in claim 26, 
the one or more data Structures further comprising a raster 
operation 3 (ROP3) field having a ROP3 code associated 
with the code block in the generalized bitblt function. 
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30. A System comprising: 

a Source memory and a destination memory; 

means for dynamically creating a specialized bit block 
transfer (bitblt) function to transfer data from the 
Source memory to the destination memory according to 
a requested bitblt operation specified by one or more 
graphics parameters. 

31. A system as recited in claim 30 wherein the means for 
dynamically creating a specialized bitblt function comprises 
a bitblt signature generator generating a bitblt signature 
uniquely identifying the requested bitblt operation. 

32. A system as recited in claim 31 wherein the means for 
dynamically creating a Specialized bitblt function further 
comprises a Specialized bitblt function generator Selecting a 
code block from a plurality of code blocks, each of the 
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plurality of code blockS corresponding to a particular bitblt 
operation, the Selected code block corresponding to-the 
requested bitblt operation. 

33. A system as recited in claim 32 wherein the special 
ized bitblt function generator copies the Selected code block 
from the plurality of code blocks to the specialized bitblt 
function. 

34. A system as recited in claim 30 wherein the means for 
dynamically creating a specialized bitblt function comprises 
a translator translating the Specialized bitblt function from 
an intermediate language code to a machine-Specific lan 
guage code. 

35. A system as recited in claim 34 wherein the means for 
dynamically creating a Specialized bitblt function further 
comprises an optimization module optimizing the machine 
Specific language code. 

k k k k k 


